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Abstract

Minority stress theory has widespread research support in explaining health disparities 

experienced by sexual and gender minorities. However, less is known about how minority stress 

impacts multiply marginalized groups, such as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people of 

color (LGBT POC). Also, although research has documented resilience in the face of minority 

stress at the individual level, research is needed that examines macro-level processes such as 

community resilience (Meyer, 2015). In the current study, we integrate minority stress theory and 

intersectionality theory to examine multiple minority stress (i.e., racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT 

spaces and LGBT stigma in one’s neighborhood) and community resilience (i.e., connection to 

LGBT community) among sexual minority men of different racial/ethnic groups who use a 

geosocial networking application for meeting sexual partners. Results showed that Black sexual 

minority men reported the highest levels of racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and White sexual 

minority men reported the lowest levels, with Asian and Hispanic/Latino men falling in between. 

Consistent with minority stress theory, racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and LGBT stigma in 

one’s neighborhood were associated with greater stress for sexual minority men of all racial/ethnic 

groups. However, connection to LGBT community played more central role in mediating the 

relationship between stigma and stress for White than POC sexual minority men. Results suggest 

that minority stress and community resilience processes may differ for White and POC sexual 

minority men. Potential processes driving these differences and implications for minority stress 

theory are discussed.
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Introduction

Minority stress theory posits that minority groups experience stress stemming from 

experiences of stigma and discrimination, which in turn places them at risk for a number of 
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negative physical and mental health outcomes. LGBT people experience forms of minority 

stress shared with other marginalized groups, such as discrimination, expectation of 

rejection, and prejudice-related life events (e.g., hate crimes), as well as unique stressors 

such as identity concealment and internalized homophobia (Frost, Lehavot, & Meyer, 2015; 

Lewis, Derlega, Griffin, & Krowinski, 2003; Meyer, 2003). However, few studies have 

examined the impact of minority stressors on people who live at the intersection of multiple 

marginalized identities. For example, LGBT people of color (POC) experience stress 

associated with both racism and heterosexism and thus may be at heightened risk for adverse 

health outcomes (Balsam, Molina, Beadnell, Simoni, & Walters, 2011; Meyer, 2003).

Intersectionality theory provides a crucial lens for understanding these experiences of 

multiple marginalization and their relationship to health. Intersectionality, which is rooted in 

Black feminist thought (e.g., Collins, 1990; Crenshaw, 1991; hooks, 1984; Lorde, 1984), 

articulates the understanding that social identities and the accompanying experiences of 

privilege and marginalization are not simply additive, but are co-constructed and 

interdependent (Bowleg, 2008; Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008; Williams & Fredrick, 

2015). Increasingly, scholars in psychology are calling for the incorporation of 

intersectionality theory to holistically attend to the nuanced ways in which minority stress 

impacts wellbeing for members of multiple marginalized groups (Bowleg, 2008; McConnell, 

Todd, Odahl-Ruan, & Shattell, 2016; Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008; Remedios & Snyder, 

2015; Williams & Fredrick, 2015).

In addition to examining experiences of stress related to multiple minority statuses, it is 

important to build knowledge about processes of resilience. Resilience refers to the ability to 

mitigate the adverse impact of stress and thrive in the face of adversity (Frost & Meyer, 

2009; Meyer, 2015). Work on resilience has typically lagged behind work on minority stress; 

however, it constitutes an important strengths-based lens for examining the ability of 

individuals to persist and thrive in the face of significant stressors (Masten, 2001). Recent 

work by Ilan Meyer (2015) distinguished between two types of resilience: individual-based 

resilience (focused on personal agency) and community-based resilience (focused on 

connectedness to community and social resources). Most literature on resilience has focused 

on individual-level resilience, which runs the risk of creating an “expectation of individual 

resiliency” and deemphasizing the importance of large scale social change (Meyer, 2015). 

Thus, the construct of community-level resilience provides an important lens for moving 

beyond the individual level to understand how ecological context plays a vital role in 

promoting wellbeing for LGBT people and communities.

In the current study, we incorporate minority stress theory and intersectionality theory to 

examine experiences of stigma, stress, and LGBT community resilience. Specifically, we 

examine how intersectional forms of identity-based stigma (e.g., racial/ethnic stigma in 

LGBT spaces) are associated with stress among racially diverse sexual minority men on a 

geosocial networking application. Further, we extend research on variables that mediate the 

psychological outcome of stigma experiences (Hatzenbuehler, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Dovidio, 

2009) by testing how connection to LGBT community may mediate the relationship between 

stigma and stress. By examining how these associations may differ between White sexual 

minority men and sexual minority men of color, we contribute to intersectional 
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understandings of the importance of community resilience as part of the minority stress 

framework (Meyer, 2015). This responds to a call in the field for intersectional research on 

multiple minority stress (Bowleg, Huang, Brooks, Black, & Burkholder, 2003; Bowleg, 

2008; Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008; Remedios & Snyder, 2015; Williams & Fredrick, 

2015), particularly quantitative research (Else-Quest & Hyde, 2016a, 2016b). We now 

review literature on intersectionality theory, multiple minority stress and LGBT POC, and 

multilevel approaches to resilience to provide background for the current study.

Intersectionality Theory and Research in Psychology

Intersectionality provides a theoretical framework for understanding how multiple social 

identities (e.g., race, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status [SES], and disability) 

intersect at the micro level of individual experience to reflect interlocking systems of 

privilege and oppression at the macro social structural level (Bowleg, 2012). Several key 

features of intersectionality theory are important to highlight. First, social identities are 

understood in the context of their relationships to power, which are shaped by systems of 

privilege and oppression (Bowleg, 2008; Parent, DeBlaere, & Moradi, 2013; Warner & 

Shields, 2013; Williams & Fredrick, 2015). Second, intersectionality theory takes a holistic 

view of social identities as mutually constructed and interdependent rather than as distinct, 

separable aspects of experience. For example, early work on intersectionality articulated 

how Black women’s experiences of sexism were shaped by racism, and thus were not 

represented by mainstream White feminist movements; similarly, their experiences of racism 

were shaped by sexism, and thus were not represented by male-dominated civil rights 

movements (Crenshaw, 1991). This is an example of “intersectional invisibility,” which 

takes multiple forms (e.g., historical, cultural, political, and legal) and perpetuates the 

subordination of multiply marginalized groups by excluding their experiences from 

dominant discourses (Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008). Intersectionality theory reduces this 

invisibility by emphasizing the fundamental interconnections between systems of 

oppression; this emphasis is at the heart of its theoretical contribution and utility for 

transformative social change.

The interconnection and complexity of social identities has presented a major 

methodological challenge for psychologists interested in conducting intersectionality 

research. Qualitative methods have been useful as they permit participants to describe their 

experiences of in their own terms and are able to accommodate the richness and complexity 

of these experiences (Bowleg, 2008; Else-Quest & Hyde, 2016a, 2016b; Ghabrial, 2016; 

Nadal, Davidoff, Davis, Wong, Marshall, & McKenzie, 2015). Far fewer quantitative 

applications of intersectionality theory in psychology exist, and many of those that do suffer 

from methodological shortcomings (Else-Quest & Hyde, 2016a, 2016b). Quantitative 

approaches have historically taken an additive approach, which considers each identity 

separately and then sums them into an understanding of individuals’ overall experiences, or 

a multiplicative approach, which considers how two or more identities may interact to shape 

experience (Bowleg, 2008; Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008; Williams & Fredrick, 2015). 

Both of these approaches fundamentally rely on single-axis conceptualizations of identity, 

frequently examining identities as predictor variables by testing main effects (additive 

approach) and interactions (multiplicative approach) (Parent et al., 2013; Williams & 
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Fredrick, 2015). By contrast, truly intersectional psychological approaches move beyond 

considering identities as demographic predictors to examining the unique experiences of 

groups with specific intersecting identities, particularly by examining experiences of within-

group diversity (Parent et al., 2013).

At the same time, there are virtually endless configurations of identities. This complexity, 

combined with the lack of established tools for conducting intersectional psychological 

research, can make the task of conducting truly intersectional research overwhelming 

(Remedios & Snyder, 2015). As intersectionality research is sorely needed, particularly 

given the dearth of research on multiple minority stress (Bowleg et al., 2003; Remedios & 

Snyder, 2015), researchers have articulated recommendations for advancing intersectional 

psychological research. First, they underscore the importance of incremental advances, as 

“we cannot reasonably expect to go from a science of single identities to a science of 

everything, accounting for all combinations of identities and variations within each identity 

category, without incremental advances in between” (Remedios & Snyder, 2015, p. 410). 

Thus, it may be important for researchers to intentionally focus on particular intersections of 

identities (Parent et al., 2013). Second, they recommend moving beyond demographic 

questions to examine the relationships between identities and specific constructs such as 

prejudice, discrimination, and stress (Bowleg, 2008; Parent et al., 2013). This acknowledges 

the context-dependent nature of identities given the interplay between individuals and their 

environments (Else-Quest & Hyde, 2016a; Williams & Fredrick, 2015) and encourages a 

focus on how experiences of marginalization may differ rather than attempting to sum the 

distinct effects of multiple marginalized identities (Parent et al., 2013; Purdie-Vaughns & 

Eibach, 2008). Third, they illustrate how questions can “tap the interdependence and 

mutuality of identities” rather than implying to participants that their identities should be 

considered separately or ranked in importance (Bowleg, 2008, p. 316; Else-Quest & Hyde, 

2016a). In the current study, we incorporate these recommendations by: a) exploring within-

group diversity among sexual minority men; b) focusing on the intersection of race and 

sexuality; c) comparing the experiences of White and POC participants rather than using 

identities as predictor variables; and d) examining identity-based forms of stigma in specific 

contexts and their associations with stress.

Multiple Minority Stress for LGBT POC

LGBT POC are subject to excess social stress stemming from experiences of racism, 

heterosexism, and/or cissexism. Although the experiences of LGBT POC may differ based 

on their specific racial/ethnic identity, this population shares dual minority status related to 

sexual orientation and race/ethnicity (Balsam et al., 2011). On one hand, LGBT POC face 

heterosexism and cissexism in both the larger US society as well as in their respective racial/

ethnic communities (Bowleg, 2013). On the other hand, they experience racism in LGBT 

communities and in their dating relationships (Balsam et al., 2011; Bowleg, 2013; Rostosky, 

Riggle, Gary, & Hatton, 2007). LGBT POC also reported high levels of identity 

compartmentalization and stress related to negotiating their marginalized identities in 

different spaces (Ghabrial, 2016). Given minority stress theory’s emphasis on the 

detrimental impact of cumulative stress on wellbeing, researchers have posited that these 
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multiple experiences of minority stress may leave LGBT POC especially vulnerable to 

adverse health outcomes (Balsam et al., 2011).

Intersectional invisibility has created a substantial gap in knowledge about multiple minority 

stress for LGBT POC. LGBT people and communities are increasingly acknowledged as a 

health disparity population (Institute of Medicine, 2011; National Institute on Minority 

Health and Health Disparities, 2016), but have historically been understudied in mainstream 

psychology, such as through the omission of items to capture sexual orientation in 

population health studies (Sell & Becker, 2001. Within this body of work, the unique 

experiences of LGBT POC are lost when they are aggregated into the broader umbrella of 

LGBT population health research. The experiences of LGBT people of color, particularly 

sexual minority men of color, are also understudied in intersectional psychological research 

(Bowleg, 2013; Parent et al., 2013). Thus, despite the existing body of research on LGBT 

minority stress, only a few studies have examined minority stress among LGBT POC. LGBT 

POC report unique forms of minority stress, including racism in LGBT communities, 

heterosexism in racial/ethnic communities, and racial/ethnic discrimination in dating and 

close relationships (Balsam et al., 2011; Bowleg, 2013; Hunter, 2010), which are missed 

when studies focus on single-axis conceptualizations of minority stress. Application of 

intersectionality theory is critical to reduce this intersectional invisibility, which ultimately 

provides better understanding of health disparities by illuminating the complexities of social 

inequities (Hankivsky & Christofferson, 2008). In the current study, we aim to reduce this 

intersectional invisibility by examining specific forms of stigma that may differ between 

White and POC LGBT people (e.g., racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT communities).

There are likely complex relationships between multiple minority stress and resilience for 

LGBT POC. Minority stress theory suggests that LGBT POC are at higher risk for negative 

mental health outcomes than White LGBT people due to overall higher levels of stress. 

However, research has found little evidence of these racial disparities (Balsam et al., 2015; 

Kertzner, Meyer, Frost, & Stirratt, 2009; Mustanski, Garofalo, & Emerson, 2010), 

suggesting that LGBT POC show resilience despite greater minority stress exposure. Stress-

inoculation theories suggest that early experiences of racism may help LGBT POC develop 

resilience processes that they are later able to draw on to understand and cope with LGBT 

minority stress (Bowleg et al., 2003; Greene, 1994; Hatzenbuehler et al., 2009).

Researchers have found evidence for the intersectional nature of these resilience processes. 

For example, Ghabrial (2016) recently built on the concept of positive marginality (i.e., 

reframing a stigmatized identity as a positive aspect of the self that is associated with 

connection to a community working for social change; Unger, 2000) by identifying how 

LGBT POC also articulated narratives of “positive intersectionality.” Positive 

intersectionality refers to LGBT POC’s identification of “ways their marginalized identities 

support one another,” or how acceptance and empowerment around one aspect of identity 

can lead to acceptance and empowerment along another aspect of identity, ultimately 

increasing resilience and wellbeing (Ghabrial, 2016). For example, Black gay and bisexual 

men reported that their experiences of race-based stigma were more salient than sexuality-

based stigma, but also highlighted how these experiences were a source of psychological 

growth, freedom from societal expectations, and resilience (Bowleg, 2013). By comparing 
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minority stress and resilience processes between White sexual minority men and sexual 

minority men of color, we aim to contribute to quantitative literature on how these processes 

may work in similar or different ways for these groups. To illustrate how these complex 

relationships may operate for LGBT POC, we now turn to recent research and theory on 

intersectional, multilevel approaches to resilience.

Intersectional, Multilevel Approaches to Resilience

Resilience, or the ability to mitigate the adverse impact of stress and thrive in the face of 

adversity, is a critical element of minority stress theory (Frost & Meyer, 2009; Meyer, 2015). 

In this respect, resilience is essentially a process of stress buffering. Resilience is distinct 

from coping in that coping refers to the effort an individual puts into adapting or responding 

to stress while resilience refers to successful adaptation or response to stress in a way that 

minimizes or avoids adverse health outcomes (Meyer, 2015).

More recently, Meyer (2015) distinguished between individual- and community-based 

resilience. Individual resilience describes an individual’s capability to cope with stress and 

triumph over adversity (e.g., personal agency and locus of control; Meyer, 2015; Rotter, 

1966; Turner & Roszell, 1994). Community resilience refers to a community’s capacity to 

empower marginalized members, such as through the provision of both tangible and 

intangible resources that facilitate successful coping with stress (Fergus & Zimmerman, 

2005; Meyer, 2015). For LGBT communities, intangible resources may include LGBT 

affirming social norms and values, and tangible resources may include LGBT affirming laws 

and policies, physical spaces such as LGBT community centers and neighborhoods, and 

access to LGBT affirming health services (Meyer, 2015). Meyer (2015) notes that 

community resilience provides a promising framework, as continued focus on the individual 

level obscures the impact of systems of oppression and precludes an understanding of the 

importance of transformative social change.

However, several factors complicate the extent to which individuals and groups benefit from 

community resilience. First, communities must achieve resilience in order to function as a 

resource for individuals. Communities that do not have access to adequate resources or are 

dominated by risk factors are unlikely to promote resilience in the individuals who are 

connected with them (Meyer, 2015). Second, individuals must identify and connect with 

communities in order to experience community resilience. Community members likely vary 

in this connection depending on a number of factors, including identity centrality and 

within-community stigma (Meyer, 2015). For example, bisexuality has been shown to be 

negatively associated with social wellbeing; this relationship was mediated by lower 

connection to LGB community, likely due to the prevalence of biphobia in sexual minority 

communities (Kertzner et al., 2009).

Experiences of racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces may negatively impact the extent to 

which LGBT POC feel connected with these communities and have opportunities to benefit 

from community resilience (Balsam et al., 2011; Bowleg, 2013; Ghabrial, 2016). LGBT 

POC reported they experienced racism in White LGB communities (Bowleg, 2013) and 

primarily found community connection in intersectional LGBT POC spaces (Ghabrial, 

2016), underscoring how the relative lack of LGBT POC spaces and the prevalence of racial/
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ethnic stigma in the broader LGBT community may negatively impact the wellbeing of 

LGBT POC by decreasing a potential buffer for minority stress. At the same time, LGBT 

POC may receive support and learn coping skills for dealing with stigma in their racial/

ethnic communities (Bowleg et al., 2003) and may demonstrate more resilience in the face 

of stigma due to stress-inoculation processes (Greene, 1994; Hatzenbuehler et al., 2009) and 

positive intersectionality narratives (Ghabrial, 2016). Also, LGBT POC may access 

community resilience through affiliation with multiple diverse communities, particularly 

given findings that POC report stronger community and familial orientations than White 

people (Gaines et al., 1997).

Current Study

In the current study, we contribute to incremental advances in intersectional understandings 

of multiple minority stress by focusing on experiences of identity-related stigma in specific 

contexts and their relationships to LGBT community resilience and stress in a sample of 

racially diverse sexual minority men. First, we examined racial/ethnic differences in 

experiences of racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and LGBT stigma in one’s 

neighborhood. We hypothesized that sexual minority men of color would report greater 

experiences of racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces than White sexual minority men; our 

analysis of racial/ethnic differences in LGBT stigma was exploratory. Next, we tested two 

models examining the role of connection to LGBT community in mediating the relationship 

between: a) racial/ethnic stigma in the LGBT community and stress and b) LGBT stigma in 

one’s neighborhood and stress. We hypothesized that connection to LGBT community 

would mediate the relationship between stigma and stress, and that this relationship may 

operate differently for White sexual minority men and sexual minority men of color. 

Consistent with stress-inoculation positive intersectionality theories, sexual minority men of 

color may be more resilient to stigma than White sexual minority men. Alternatively, 

consistent with an additive model of multiple minority stress, sexual minority men of color 

may be more impacted by stigma than White sexual minority men. Given these competing 

theoretical explanations and the lack of research comparing these processes between White 

and POC sexual minority men, our analyses of racial/ethnic differences in the relationship 

between stigma, connection to LGBT community, and stress were exploratory.

We chose to focus on LGBT stigma in participants’ neighborhoods rather than in their racial/

ethnic communities because of the salience of neighborhood as an immediate, everyday 

context that impacts health and wellbeing for sexual minorities (Duncan & Hatzenbuehler, 

2014; Duncan, Hatzenbuehler, & Johnson, 2014; Hatzenbuehler, 2014), and because our 

sample included White sexual minority men, who may be less likely to identify with their 

racial/ethnic community given their membership in the dominant racial group (Goodman, 

2011; Todd & Abrams, 2011; Wong & Cho, 2005). Also, it is possible that participants who 

experience LGBT stigma in their neighborhood may be more likely to seek out or rely on 

LGBT community and spaces (Frye, Egan, Van Tie, Cerdá, Ompad, & Koblin, 2014).

The models tested in the current study differ from other models tested in minority stress 

research in several important ways. Although the minority stress literature often treats 

experiences of stigma and discrimination as forms of stress (Meyer, 2003), researchers have 
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identified that these experiences may or may not be perceived as stressful. For example, 

Hatzenbuehler and colleagues (2009) examined how individual emotion-regulation strategies 

mediated the relationship between stigma experiences and distress. In the current study, we 

examine connection to LGBT community as a mediator of the relationship between stigma 

experiences and perceived stress. We also focused on perceived stress as an outcome rather 

than mental health symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety) given that we assessed specific 

forms of stigma (i.e., race/ethnicity and LGBT) in specific spaces (i.e., residential 

neighborhood and LGBT community). Given this limited focus, we believed it was 

unreasonable to expect these stigma experiences to be associated with mental health 

symptoms and focused on stress more generally. Given the large body of literature 

documenting the adverse health effects of stress (Thoits, 2010), we believe it was 

appropriate to examine stress as an outcome variable.

Although we were interested in the experiences of LGBT POC more broadly, in the current 

study we focused on cisgender men who utilized a geosocial networking application 

designed for sexual minority men seeking romantic and/or sexual partners. There is a range 

of gender identities represented in the LGBT umbrella, experiences of minority stress and 

connection to LGBT community are likely shaped by intersectionality related to gender 

identity (Babbit, 2013). Given this complexity and the importance of focusing on specific 

intersections of identity to contribute to incremental advances in intersectional psychological 

research (Remedios & Snyder, 2015), we chose to limit our sample to cisgender men. Many 

geosocial networking apps include user bases that encompass a diverse population across 

age, race/ethnicity, location, and gender. Due to the relative confidentiality of these apps 

compared to visiting LGBT identified venues and neighborhoods, users also likely vary in 

terms of outness and connection with LGBT community. Given that much research with 

LGBT populations has relied on participants who are recruited through LGBT venues and 

networks and who are comfortable enrolling in an LGBT related study (often in-person), 

existing research may be skewed towards participants with higher levels of outness and 

connection to LGBT community (Balsam et al., 2011; Williams & Fredrick, 2015). These 

apps provided a unique opportunity for the targeted recruitment of a diverse sample of 

sexual minority men in the current study.

Methods

Recruitment

Participants were recruited via banner and pop-up ads from a geospatial networking 

application used to meet men. Nationwide banner and pop-up ads ran from April 2015 to 

June 2015 and were targeted to users within the United States. Banner ads ran continuously 

during this time looking for individuals to join a “men’s health study.” Pop-up ads appeared 

on four dates spread throughout the study period and would appear to a user the first time 

they logged into the application during each of these dates. Participants did not receive an 

incentive for participation and the study protocol was approved by the [removed for blind 

review] Institutional Review Board as an anonymous, exempt study. Upon clicking on the 

ad, participants were directed to a landing page followed by a consent form and screener.
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Participants

A total of 1,375 participants consented to being part of the study and met inclusion criteria 

of being at least 18 years old. In order to reach the final analytic sample, we excluded 

participants who did not provide basic demographics (i.e., race and gender; n = 148), 

participants who did not have complete data on all study scales (n = 544), duplicate 

participants (n = 24), participants who did not identify with one of the four racial/ethnic 

groups in our study (i.e., Black/African American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino, or White; n = 

51), and participants who did not identify as cisgender men (n = 19). This resulted in our 

final analytic sample of 589 sexual minority men.

Participants’ mean age was 36.9 years (SD = 12.6; Range 18 to 77). Of the 589 men, most 

identified as White (n = 419; 71.1%), followed by Hispanic/Latino (n = 111; 18.9%), Black/

African American (n = 31; 5.3%), and Asian (n = 28; 4.8%). For sexual orientation, most 

identified as gay (n = 506; 85.9%), followed by bisexual (n = 68; 11.5%), queer (n = 10; 

1.7%), questioning/unsure (n = 2; 0.3%), straight (n = 1; 0.2%), and not listed (n = 1; 0.2%). 

On a scale of 1 (Not out to anyone) to 4 (Out to everyone), mean level of outness was 3.06 

(SD = 0.82; Range 1 to 4).

Measures

Racial/ethnic stigma in the LGBT community—Racial/ethnic stigma in the LGBT 

community was measured using six items adapted from work by Ramirez-Valles and 

colleagues (2010). This scale used the prompt, “When in LGBT spaces, how often have 

you…” to assess frequency of racial/ethnic stigma on a scale of one (Never) to four (Many 
times), with higher scores indicating higher stigma. For the full-text of all items, see Table 1. 

This scale demonstrated good internal consistency in the current study (α = .89).

LGBT stigma in neighborhood—The level of perceived LGBT stigma within 

participants’ residential neighborhood was measured using three items developed for the 

current study. Participants indicated strength of agreement ranging from one (Strongly 
Agree) to four (Strongly Disagree) with a series of three statements. For the full-text of all 

items, see Table 1. This scale demonstrated good internal consistency in the current study (α 
= .83).

Connection to LGBT community—Connection to LGBT community was measured 

using six items based on the scale developed by Frost and Meyer (2012). Participants 

indicated strength of agreement ranging from one (Strongly Agree) to five (Strongly 
Disagree), with higher scores indicating higher connection. For the full-text of all items, see 

Table 1. This scale demonstrated good internal consistency in the current study (α = .91).

Stress—Stress in the past month was assessed using the Perceived Stress Scale (Cohen & 

Williamson, 1988). Participants rated frequency of four stress symptoms on a scale of one 

(Never) to five (Very Often), with higher scores indicating greater stress. Example items 

include, “Felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life?” and “Felt 

that things were going your way?” (reverse coded). This scale demonstrated good internal 

consistency in the current study (α = .80).
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Analytic Strategy

First, we conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with race/ethnicity as 

the independent variable, and racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and LGBT stigma in 

neighborhood as the dependent variables. We then conducted one-way analyses of variance 

(ANOVAs) separately for each scale. For each significant ANOVA, we examined pairwise 

differences between group means and used Tukey’s multiple comparison procedure to 

control Type I error for these pairwise comparisons (Toothaker, 1993).

Next, we tested separate mediation models for White participants (n=419; Figure 2) and 

participants of color (n=170; Figure 3). We followed recommendations in the literature to 

examine indirect effects using bootstrap resampling procedures (Mallinckrodt, Abraham, 

Wei, & Russell, 2006). This approach creates empirical distributions of the variability in a 

sample rather than assuming that indirect effects are normally distributed (Mallinckrodt et 

al., 2006; Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Methodologists have endorsed bootstrapping methods 

and found in simulation studies that they outperformed the traditional normal theory 

approach (Mallinckrodt et al., 2006). We tested racial/ethnic stigma and LGBT stigma in 

separate models using the INDIRECT macro (Preacher & Hayes, 2008) in SAS v9.4 (Cary, 

NC). For interested readers, we also report other paths often used to establish mediation 

(Baron & Kenney, 1986).

Results

Racial Differences in Stigma

The MANOVA examining racial/ethnic differences in the two types of stigma (i.e., racial/

ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and LGBT stigma in neighborhood) was significant, Λ = 

0.77, F(6, 1168) = 26.66, p < .01, indicating mean differences between racial/ethnic groups 

on at least one type of stigma. We then conducted one-way ANOVAs separately for each 

stigma scale. The ANOVA for racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces was significant, F(3,585) 

= 55.48, p < .01, while the ANOVA for LGBT stigma in neighborhood was not, F(3, 585) = 

1.48, ns. Examination of R2 indicated that 22% of the variance in racial/ethnic stigma in 

LGBT spaces and 1% of the variance in LGBT stigma in neighborhood was explained by 

racial/ethnic group membership.

Tukey multiple comparison procedures showed Black participants reported significantly 

higher racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces than any other racial/ethnic group (M = 2.69, 

SD = 0.69). Asian (M = 2.19, SD = 0.65) and Hispanic/Latino (M = 2.02, SD = 0.86) 

participants reported lower racial/ethnic stigma than Black participants, but higher stigma 

than White participants, who reported the lowest levels of racial/ethnic stigma (M = 1.45, 

SD = 0.61). Results are depicted in Figure 1.

Stigma, Connection to LGBT Community, and Stress

Intercorrelations between variables in the mediation models are presented in Table 2. First, 

we tested whether connection to LGBT community mediated the relationship between 

experiences of racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and stress. In order to examine 

experiences of multiple minority stress, separate models were run for participants of color 
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(Figure 2) and White participants (Figure 3). For POC participants, R2= 0.07, indicating that 

7% of the variance in stress in our sample of POC participants was accounted for by racial/

ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and connection to LGBT community. Racial/ethnic stigma in 

LGBT spaces was positively associated with stress, while connection to LGBT community 

was negatively associated with stress. However, there was not a significant indirect effect (IE 
= Indirect Effect) of racial/ethnic stigma on stress through connection to LGBT community: 

IE = 0.00, SE = 0.02, 95% CI [−0.03, 0.05].

White participants showed a slightly different pattern. In this model, R2= 0.12, indicating 

that 12% of the variance in stress in our sample of White participants was accounted for by 

racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and connection to LGBT community. Experiencing 

racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces was positively associated with stress for White 

participants, and there was an indirect effect of racial/ethnic stigma on stress through 

connection to LGBT community: IE = 0.05, SE = 0.02, 95% CI [0.01, 0.10].

Next, we tested whether connection to LGBT community mediated the relationship between 

experiences of LGBT stigma in one’s neighborhood and stress. For POC participants, R2 = 

0.07, indicating that 7% of the variance in stress in our sample of POC participants was 

accounted for by LGBT stigma in one’s neighborhood and connection to LGBT community. 

For POC participants (Figure 2), experiencing LGBT stigma in one’s neighborhood was 

positively associated with stress, and this relationship operated in part through an indirect 

effect through connection to LGBT community: IE = 0.05, SE = 0.03, 95% CI [0.00, 0.13].

White participants showed a similar pattern, but with some slight differences. In the model 

for White participants, R2= 0.09, indicating that 9% of the variance in stress in our sample of 

White participants was accounted for by LGBT stigma in one’s neighborhood and 

connection to LGBT community. Experiencing LGBT stigma in one’s neighborhood was 

positively associated with stress for White participants (Figure 3), and this relationship was 

fully mediated by an indirect effect of racial/ethnic stigma on stress through connection to 

LGBT community: IE = 0.13, SE = 0.03, 95% CI [0.07, 0.19].

Discussion

Stigma, Connection to LGBT Community, and Stress

Study findings highlight the extent to which sexual minority men of color have different 

experiences of stigma than White sexual minority men. Although White and sexual minority 

men of color reported similar experiences of LGBT stigma in their neighborhoods, sexual 

minority men of color reported higher racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT community. Also, the 

indirect effects of stigma on stress through connection to LGBT community were stronger 

for White participants than POC participants. In other words, connection to LGBT 

community appears to play a more important role in mediating the relationship between 

stigma and stress for White sexual minority men than for sexual minority men of color.

LGBT stigma in neighborhood—For sexual minority men of all racial/ethnic groups, 

experiencing LGBT stigma in their neighborhoods was positively associated with stress 

through an indirect effect on connection to LGBT community (although the association was 
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weaker for sexual minority men of color). Several mechanisms may explain this association. 

Previous research has found a positive association between experiences of discrimination 

and internalized homonegativity among sexual minority participants (Feinstein, Goldfried, & 

Davila, 2012). Research has also found that experiences of stigma and discrimination may 

lead to increased isolation and decreased social support among sexual minorities, as 

individuals seek to avoid the possibility of future experiences of stigma or rejection 

(Hatzenbuehler et al., 2009). Thus, it is possible that experiences of LGBT stigma lead to 

more negative internalized beliefs about sexual minority groups, which in turn lead to 

decreased connection to LGBT community. Alternatively, sexual minority men who are 

well-connected to LGBT community may have access to resources, support, and spaces that 

make them less vulnerable to experiencing stigma. Longitudinal research is needed to 

examine these potential pathways. Regardless of the specific mechanism at play, findings 

suggest that sexual minority men who experience LGBT stigma are important targets for 

intervention, as they are less likely to benefit from LGBT community resilience.

Racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces—For racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces, 

Black participants reported the highest levels and White participants reported the lowest 

levels, with Hispanic/Latino and Asian participants falling in between. This is consistent 

with previous research, which has found that Black sexual minority men experience the 

highest levels of racial stigma and White sexual minority men experience the lowest levels 

of racial stigma in LGBT spaces (Bowleg, 2013; Raymond & McFarland, 2009), including 

geosocial networking apps (Paul, Ayala, & Choi, 2010; Phillips, Birkett, Hammond, & 

Mustanski, 2016). Findings illustrate how LGBT spaces, contexts that promote community 

resilience in response to LGBT stigma, are also a source of racial/ethnic stigma for LGBT 

POC.

Mediating role of connection to LGBT community—Consistent with minority stress 

theory, racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and LGBT stigma in one’s neighborhood were 

associated with greater stress for sexual minority men of all racial/ethnic groups. However, 

connection to LGBT community played a slightly different role in mediating the relationship 

between stigma and stress for White and POC sexual minority men. LGBT stigma in one’s 

neighborhood showed a stronger negative association with connection to LGBT community 

among White participants than POC participants; also, connection to LGBT community 

fully mediated the relationship between LGBT stigma and stress for White sexual minority 

men but only partially mediated this relationship for sexual minority men of color. For White 

participants, racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces was indirectly associated with stress 

through decreased connection with LGBT community. Surprisingly, for POC participants 

there was no association between racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and connection to 

LGBT community, and connection to LGBT community did not explain any of the variance 

in the relationship between racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and stress.

There are several potential interpretations of these findings. First, sexual minority men of 

color may be more resilient in their connection to LGBT community than White sexual 

minority men. Although some research has argued that racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces 

may have a negative impact on connection to LGBT community for LGBT POC (Balsam et 
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al., 2011; Ghabrial, 2016), other research has argued that LGBT POC are likely accustomed 

to experiencing racial/ethnic stigma in a variety of contexts, of which LGBT spaces are only 

one (Bowleg, 2013). Perhaps due to the ubiquitous nature of these experiences, sexual 

minority men of color do not feel any less connected to LGBT community when they 

experience racial/ethnic stigma in these spaces. This explanation is consistent with stress-

inoculation theories, which suggest that LGBT POC demonstrate greater resilience even in 

the face of multiple forms of minority stress, potentially due to the development of coping 

mechanisms for racial/ethnic stigma earlier in the lifespan (Bowleg et al., 2003; Greene, 

1994; Hatzenbuehler et al., 2009), such as personal narratives that support a positive view of 

having multiple minority identities (Bowleg, 2013; Ghabrial, 2016).

From a social contextual perspective, these differences may be the result of different 

community affiliations between White and sexual minority men of color. Although 

predominantly White urban centers are often viewed as the prototypical LGBT community, 

there are a plurality of LGBT communities that vary in racial/ethnic composition and a 

number of other variables (Bowleg, 2013). It is possible that sexual minority men of color 

are more connected to LGBT POC spaces, and thus their sense of connection to LGBT 

community is not impacted by experiences of racial/ethnic stigma. Sexual minority men of 

color may also be more likely to be connected with multiple diverse communities (e.g., on 

the basis of race/ethnicity, religious affiliation, or family networks), which may provide 

multiple forms of community support for coping with experiences of stigma (Bowleg, 2013). 

This may explain why connection to LGBT community explained less of the variance in 

stress among sexual minority men of color than White sexual minority men: if sexual 

minority men of color draw on multiple communities for coping with stress, connection to 

LGBT community may play a less central role in their experiences of community resilience.

White perceptions of racial/ethnic stigma—It is important to contextualize study 

findings in terms of how experiences of stigma may differ for White and sexual minority 

men of color. Definitionally, minority stress refers to the excess stress experienced by 

members of stigmatized groups (Meyer, 2003). As White sexual minority men are members 

of a privileged racial group, it is inaccurate to conceptualize their experiences of racial/

ethnic stigma as a form of minority stress. It is possible that White participants reported 

experiences of racial/ethnic stigma based on situations in which they did not constitute the 

racial/ethnic majority (e.g., attending a predominantly African-American venue). However, 

such experiences are atypical for members of privileged groups and are qualitatively 

different from experiences of stigma and discrimination among marginalized group 

members (Goodman, 2011).

Research also suggests that members of privileged groups are more likely to exaggerate 

experiences of stigma, while members of marginalized groups are more likely to minimize 

these experiences. A large body of social psychological research on attributions to prejudice 

(i.e., interpreting one’s experience as stigma or discrimination) has found that members of 

privileged groups tend to report less severe, stable, and impactful instances of discrimination 

than members of disadvantaged groups (Schmitt & Branscombe, 2002). Additionally, 

attributions to prejudice were more psychologically costly for members of disadvantaged 

groups as they reminded group members of their disadvantaged status within society, 
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resulting in lower self-worth and perceptions of control. By contrast, attributions to 

prejudice were not harmful to perceptions of self-worth and control and were often 

protective of self-evaluations among members of privileged groups (Schmitt & Branscombe, 

2002). It is also likely that members of disadvantaged groups become accustomed to 

experiences of stigma and discrimination, viewing them simply as “life as usual” (Bowleg, 

2013; Warner & Shields, 2013). Taken together, these studies suggest that privileged group 

members are motivated to exaggerate the possibility of discrimination and disadvantaged 

groups are motivated to minimize the possibility of discrimination (Schmitt & Branscombe, 

2002). Thus, White participants are likely to over-report racial/ethnic stigma and participants 

of color are likely to under-report such experiences.

Even given this probable bias, White sexual minority men in our study reported the lowest 

levels of racial/ethnic stigma of all racial/ethnic groups. However, these experiences had a 

stronger negative association with connection to LGBT community for White participants 

than participants of color, who reported no association. There may be several explanations 

for these findings. From a social psychological perspective, these differences may be the 

result of cognitive processes on the individual level related to group membership on the 

societal level. For example, in addition to being more highly motivated to perceive racial/

ethnic discrimination, White sexual minority men may be more highly motivated to perceive 

these experiences as impactful. Thus, White participants who perceived racial/ethnic stigma 

in LGBT spaces may also be more likely to report feeling less connected to LGBT 

community. Also, research has found that members of disadvantaged groups who experience 

discrimination perceive less control, while there is no association between discrimination 

and perceived control for members of privileged groups (Schmitt & Branscombe, 2002). 

Thus, it is possible that distancing themselves from the LGBT community is a way in which 

White sexual minority men perceive control over their experiences in response to stigma.

Strengths and Limitations

This study integrates minority stress theory and intersectionality theory to examine how 

processes of stigma, stress, and community resilience are similar and different for White and 

POC sexual minority men. Given the lack of research on both community resilience and 

intersectional minority stress processes, as well as the overall lack of quantitative 

intersectional research (Bowleg, 2008), this study provides an important contribution to the 

literature. However, these contributions should be considered in light of several limitations.

First, this study was cross-sectional, and longitudinal work is needed to establish a causal 

relationship between stigma, connection to LGBT community, and stress. Longitudinal 

research can also examine patterns of stress and resilience over time. Second, our models 

explained a relatively small amount of the variance in stress (7–12%), particularly for sexual 

minority men of color, which may be due to the limited scope of our stigma experience 

measures. Although our examination of identity-based stigma in specific contexts is 

consistent with recommendations for quantitative intersectional research (e.g., Bowleg, 

2008; Parent et al., 2013), other experiences (e.g., victimization) may explain more of the 

variance in stress. Third, consistent with other researchers (e.g., Hatzenbuehler et al., 2009), 

we examined processes that may mediate the outcome of stigma experiences. However, our 
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use of stress as an outcome variable diverges from much of minority stress literature, which 

conceptualizes stigma experiences as a specific form of stress that impact health and 

wellbeing. Although research documents the relationship between stress and health (Thoits, 

2010), we do not directly test mental health outcomes in the current study.

Finally, the current study focused on cisgender sexual minority men. Given the importance 

of intersectionality related to gender identity, findings may not generalize to cisgender 

women or gender minority individuals (Babbit, 2013). Although the use of a geosocial 

networking application for sexual minority men allowed us to recruit a diverse sample with 

respect to geographic location, this recruitment strategy also resulted in a predominantly 

White sample. Due to the lower proportion of sexual minority men of color in our sample, 

we conducted mediation analyses with all sexual minority men of color pooled together 

rather than separately by racial group. However, experiences of racial/ethnic stigma likely 

vary substantially for Black, Asian, and Hispanic/Latino men.

Implications for Research and Practice

Research—Findings underscore the importance of taking an intersectional approach to 

understanding minority stress and resilience among LGBT populations. Although an 

extensive body of research documents the relationships between minority stress and health 

among LGBT people and communities (Frost et al., 2013; Institute of Medicine, 2011; 

Meyer, 2003), this research largely takes a single-axis approach. As findings from the 

current study illustrate, LGBT POC experience unique forms of minority stress (e.g., racial/

ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces) that this research does not capture (Balsam et al., 2011). 

Further, our finding that the associations between stigma, connection to LGBT community, 

and stress differed for White versus POC sexual minority men underscores how processes of 

stress and resilience may operate differently for LGBT people with diverse intersectional 

identities. Future research should explore potential mechanisms that may drive these 

differences, such as stress-inoculation processes or more diverse community affiliations for 

sexual minority men of color. Given the relatively small amount of variance in stress 

explained by our models, particularly for sexual minority men of color, future research 

should also investigate other factors that may contribute to stress (e.g., victimization, 

financial strain, daily hassles) and resilience (e.g., individual coping skills, social support, 

connection to other sources of community resilience) for LGBT people. Research would 

also benefit from more specific conceptualizations of community affiliation, such as the use 

of network and geospatial methods to examine affiliations with specific groups, venues, and 

neighborhoods that may reflect racial/ethnic, LGBT, and other communities.

A major limitation of the current study is its cross-sectional design, which limits our ability 

to draw causal inferences. Longitudinal research is needed to further verify these patterns of 

associations and to test different stress-buffering models, such as suppressor and moderator 

effect models (Meyer, 2015; Wheaton, 1985). Although the current study contributes to 

knowledge about White versus POC sexual minority men, research is needed that examines 

these processes for LGBT people with other diverse intersecting identities.

Study findings contribute to an important gap in quantitative intersectional research, but it is 

difficult to interpret study findings without a deeper understanding of participants lived 
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experiences of stigma, connection to LGBT community, and stress (Bowleg, 2013; Warner 

& Shields, 2013). In particular, although we asked participants about their connection to 

LGBT community more generally, participants are likely affiliated with a diverse range of 

LGBT communities that differ in a number of important ways (Bowleg, 2013). Also, it is 

difficult to interpret the meaning that racial/ethnic stigma holds for White participants, given 

their privileged racial group membership. Qualitative and mixed-methods approaches 

provide researchers with rich tools to explore these complex experiences.

Practice—For practitioners working with sexual and gender minorities, findings 

underscore the importance of considering how clients’ intersectional identities may shape 

their experiences of stigma, stress, and community connectedness. Sexual minority men of 

color in our study, particularly Black men, reported higher levels of racial/ethnic stigma in 

LGBT spaces; thus, practitioners should be aware of these potential experiences of multiple 

marginalization. Although this awareness of risk is important, practitioners should also 

explore positive aspects and strengths LGBT POC may find in living in the intersection of 

multiple minority statuses (e.g., Bowleg, 2013; Ghabrial, 2016). Connection to LGBT 

community may play a less central role in mediating the relationship between stigma and 

stress for sexual minority men of color, potentially due to greater coping skills for dealing 

with stigma or affiliation with more diverse sources of community resilience. Thus, 

practitioners may benefit from thinking holistically with sexual minority men of color about 

their sources of community support, and should be careful to avoid assumptions about the 

centrality of connection to LGBT community for these clients.

Connection to LGBT community played a stronger role in mediating the relationship 

between stigma and stress for White sexual minority men. Although these participants 

reported the lowest levels of racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces, findings showed that they 

also perceived these experiences as impactful. Given the inaccuracy of conceptualizing 

racial/ethnic stigma as a form of minority stress for White people, White sexual minority 

men may benefit from psychoeducation to increase awareness of racism in LGBT 

communities, decrease resistance to learning about racial privilege, and build skills for 

acting as racial justice allies for sexual minority men of color (Goodman, 2011).

Conclusion

In this study, we integrated intersectionality theory and minority stress theory to examine 

experiences of identity-based stigma and community resilience among racially diverse 

sexual minority men. Findings underscore unique forms of stigma that sexual minority men 

of color are more likely to experience, such as racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces, and 

highlight how minority stress and resilience processes may operate differently for White and 

POC sexual minority men. Although intersectional and multilevel approaches introduce new 

complexity into psychological research, we agree with others that these approaches are 

crucial for advancing meaningful understanding of the relationships between stigma, stress, 

and health.
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Public Significance Statement

This study integrates minority stress theory and intersectionality theory to examine how 

connection to LGBT community may mediate the relationship between stigma and stress 

among racially diverse sexual minority men. Results suggest that minority stress and 

community resilience processes may differ for White and POC sexual minority men.
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Figure 1. 
Mean level of racial/ethnic stigma in LGBT spaces and LGBT stigma in neighborhood by 

racial/ethnic group.
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Figure 2. 
Models examining connection to LGBT community mediating the relationship between 

racial/ethnic stigma and stress and LGBT stigma and stress for POC participants. The c path 

indicates the direct effect of the independent variable (IV) on the dependent variable (DV). 

The a path indicates the direct effect of the IV on the mediator. The b path indicates the 

direct effect of the mediator on the DV. The c′ path indicates the effect of the IV on the DV 

after accounting for the mediator. *p < .05.
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Figure 3. 
Models examining connection to LGBT community mediating the relationship between 

racial/ethnic stigma and stress and LGBT stigma and stress for White participants. The c 
path indicates the direct effect of the independent variable (IV) on the dependent variable 

(DV). The a path indicates the direct effect of the IV on the mediator. The b path indicates 

the direct effect of the mediator on the DV. The c′ path indicates the effect of the IV on the 

DV after accounting for the mediator. *p < .05.
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Table 1

Items Measuring Racial/Ethnic Discrimination in LGBT Spaces, LGBT Stigma in Neighborhood, and 

Connection to LGBT Community

Racial/Ethnic Stigma in LGBT Spaces

When in LGBT spaces, how often:

1 have you been ignored or treated with less respect than others because of your race/ethnicity?

2 have others looked at you suspiciously because of your race/ethnicity?

3 have you been treated poorly because of the way you speak English or because of the way you talk?

4 have you been mistaken for a salesperson, waiter, or other service help because of your race/ethnicity?

5 have you felt that you are not accepted because of your race/ethnicity?

6 have you felt unwelcome because of your race/ethnicity?

LGBT Stigma in Neighborhood

Please tell us about your neighborhood.

1 I feel comfortable with my neighbors knowing my sexual orientation.

2 In my neighborhood, I would feel comfortable going to an LGBT-identified space.

3 In my neighborhood, I feel comfortable holding my partner’s hand in public.

Connection to LGBT Community

We’re interested in understanding your relationship with the LGBT community.

1 I feel comfortable going to gay bars and dance clubs.

2 I feel welcome in most LGBT spaces.

3 I feel I’m a part of the LGBT community.

4 Participating in the LGBT community is a positive thing for me.

5 I feel a bond with the LGBT community.

6 I am proud of the LGBT community.
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